
SUCCESS IS A MATTER OF CHANCE OR CHOICE

samar mansour â€” 'Success is not a matter of chance, it is a matter of choice; it is not a thing to be waited for, it is a
thing to be achieved'.

We cannot control what will happen to us. The way to activate the seeds of your creation is by making choices
about the results you want to create. Ensure that what you watch either increases your knowledge or truly
recreates you. Volunteering develops your ability to take on challenges and develop your ability to make
decisions. People spend so much money playing lotto rather than using tht money to invest in something more
valuable and worthwhile. It makes you better equipped to overcome the odds and puts you back on the road to
success. You are the creator of your own destiny. It is not the event that determines the outcome, it is your
response to that event that does. They believed in their ideas and believed with conviction even when
everyone around dismissed them. The greatest rewards usually come after the greatest obstacles. There are
three things that shape our life: Event Response Outcome The event or the outcome is not in your hand, it is a
chance. The response is in your hand so it is a choice. And what is it that makes a weaker contestant or an
underdog win over the more powerful opponent? I have great respect for those who choose to see the best in
life which is why this is my best quote up until now. The problem is not that you have weaknesses but it is that
you are not working on overcoming your weaknesses. Develop the ability to transform seemingly insignificant
situations to something special, enjoyable, meaningful and memorable because of your conscious thinking and
actions. If an event is bad and you respond positively then the outcome may be good or may be bad. Destiny is
not a matter chance To me this means that success does not come via coincidence or via expecting good luck
in future. A person whose attitude has negative overtones is always cynical and jittery. Others cannot decide
how we will live our lives on earth 3. Most people focus on gambling and playing lotto in life but it does not
work like that to succeed in life. The youngster went to the interview venue the next day at around am, 45
minutes before the scheduled time of 8am. The people who have courage, will power, persistence are the
winners. So if you want to succeed know that it is more valuable not to expect good luck. When you go to the
restaurants, go through the menu yourself and decide, instead of requesting your companions or the person
waiting on you to decide for you. Destiny is a matter of choice This simply means that you choose to succeed
by yourself. What holds most people back and prevents them from succeeding in life is their bad attitude. All
too often people fail to focus their choices upon results and therefore their choices are ineffective. He was
surprised to see that there were already 30 or more youngsters who were already there and had lined up to
form a cue. You have the choice over what type of life you will be living in the next 6 months, next 12
months, next 5 years or in the nest 50 years. Why then only a few make it to the top? It could be volunteering
yourself as an organizer of events at your workplace, or the locality where you live. Excuses are easy anyone
can make one. You simply have to make a choice and grab it. Success is a matter of choice not chance Posted
on by admin A youngster came across an advertisement in the newspaper about a walk-in interview for a job
to held next the day starting at 8am, on first come first basis. Learn from the character played by Rajesh
Khanna in the Hindi movie Bawarchi who influences the family to treat each other with dignity. Out of a
million of those who play lotto only maybe 5 peeple may win. And positive attitude puts you in the right
mindset for winning.


